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Reviews

● Kirkus (May 20, 2010): “Hopkins sharply portrays extreme adolescent turbulence... Hopkins’s pithy
free verse reveals shards of emotion and quick glimpses of physical detail.”

● Publishers Weekly (July 20, 2009): “Hopkins again tackles a serious societal problem, this time
focusing on teen prostitution. Fans of her work will recognize both her signature free verses and
the gritty details she weaves within them. ... while readers may connect with some characters
more than others, they will long remember each painful story.”

● [Reviews from School Library Journal, The Horn Book, and The New York Times Review of Books
no longer available online]

Awards

● None found

Lists

● ALA GLBT Round Table’s Rainbow Book List, 2010

Response to Challenges

● Ellen Hopkins: “My books speak to hard subject matter. Addiction. Cutting. Thoughts of suicide.
Abuse. Sexual abuse. All these issues a�ect children. Look at the statistics. Closing your eyes
won't make these things go away. Why not talk about them with your kids, to arm them with
knowledge. Open the books with them. Listen to the author speak with them.”

● Ellen Hopkins: “Information is vital for teens, so they understand the possible repercussions of
the decisions they make. Books are a safe space to explore the darker aspects of society.
Better to arm them with knowledge than to let ignorance hurt them for real.”

● Polk County (TX) Public School Psychiatrist Tim Owens: “It's something that really happens in
children's lives. It's something that really happens in Polk County. It's something that I've dealt
with as a psychologist for many years of trying to pull pieces back together in some small way
of kids who've been victimized by things that are similar to this.”

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/ellen-hopkins/tricks/
https://www.publishersweekly.com/9781416950073
https://glbtrt.ala.org/rainbowbooks/archives/867
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/sep/24/ellen-hopkins-anti-censorship-poem
https://www.theledger.com/story/news/education/2022/04/26/panels-approve-the-bluest-eye-and-tricks-polk-county-high-schools/7440920001/
https://www.theledger.com/story/news/education/2022/04/26/panels-approve-the-bluest-eye-and-tricks-polk-county-high-schools/7440920001/


● Florida Southern College Professor Erica Bernheim: “I think it's really important that we
remember and respect the di�erence between description, and inclusion, and endorsement. A
text like ‘Tricks’ may describe points of view that we don't often see in literature. I would
suggest that it would be a gross misreading to say that it in any way glamorizes or endorses
life on the streets or prostitution as hobbies or lifestyle choices in general.”
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